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Presidents Report
Dear Residents and the Carinya Family,
After such a challenging year for Residents,
Staff and Families, it is presently a relief and
a blessing for many Families to be able to
gather and celebrate the joy of Christmas.
The associated lifestyle changes that have
challenged us during this past 12 months, are
mostly on hold, except for Interstate and
some International travel. Although many of
us are hoping these challenges have been a thing of the past – it is
probable there will be future challenges as Queensland opens up to
travel. 2021 has indeed been a difficult year for many, including our
Carinya Residents and Staff. At different times, the various COVID
restrictions and lockdowns have in many cases disconnected and
isolated our Residents from their Families, Relatives and loved ones.
This has made life difficult for many. As a Volunteer and regular
visitor to Carinya, I have noticed that rarely do I hear our Residents
complain. Many Residents understood the need for the protective
action that has been taken under the direction of health authorities. The
Staff, Management and Volunteers of Carinya are to be congratulated
on their efforts to maintain the health, wellbeing and the ‘spirit’ of the
Carinya Family. I believe the Management and Staff did a
commendable job in maintaining quality care during such a difficult
time. I encourage Families, especially this Christmas, to endeavour to
connect with their loved ones in care and where possible to make a
connection on Christmas Day. The Families of our Residents are very
precious to our elderly. The Staff and Volunteers of Carinya do their
best to provide a Christmas experience and care during the Christmas
period, however to many of our loved ones, Family and being with
Family cannot be replaced during this period. On behalf of the Carinya
Board I wish all Residents and their Families a happy and holy
Christmas and a joyous New Year. I would like to thank the Staff and
over 60 Volunteers and Management of Carinya, for all their efforts
during 2021. You have worked hard to provide quality care to our
loved ones. May God bless you and your Families during this Festive
Season. Our community is so fortunate to have caring Staff who
contribute so generously to the Carinya family. May I also thank
Shaaron Linwood, the outgoing President of the Carinya Board and
other Board Members, for their contributions during 2021. Your
diligence and expertise contributes immensely to our Carinya family.
We hope and pray 2022 will be a good year for our Residents, Family,
Staff and friends and may the blessings of this Christmas Season be
upon you all.
Sincerely
GERARD SIMON
BOARD PRESIDENT

Chief Executive Officer—CEO
David Osborne

Hello Carinya Community,
2021 is quickly drawing to a close, and this year has been a roller coaster
that has involved many turns and changes in direction that Carinya ha
navigated with the constant focus on keeping our Residents safe
COVID-19 conditions are ever changing, dependent on what is happening in our area, and with changes to
border restrictions ongoing, the need to be vigilant in terms of infection control is as important as ever. Friday
the 17th December 2021, as directed by the government, sees the introduction of the requirement for ALL
visitors to be double vaccinated for COVID. While this may be a challenge for some, I really do hope that as
many people as possible will get vaccinated, to maintain social connections with their loved ones, our
Residents. You will be required to show evidence of your vaccinations when visiting Carinya. Booster shots
for COVID-19 are now becoming available and we will host a clinic in January for Residents, Staff and
Volunteers.
Carinya was fortunate to be nominated as a finalist for the award
of Prime Super Employer Excellence in Aged Care. The awards
presentation evening was held in Brisbane and a number of our
valued team from across the facility, travelled with us down for
the ceremony and dinner. We did not win the award, however,
being a finalist is testament to the hard work all of our team put
into providing the very best of care to our Residents. It was
enjoyable to hear of so many other organisations that do great
things and had the opportunity to be recognised as well as ours.
The Carinya Board continue to be active in ensuring we maintain our compliance and focus on providing
quality care to our Residents from a qualified team of workers with the best resources available. It is important
to remind ourselves, that our Board is comprised of Volunteers, and like the rest of our Volunteer Team, their
work is sincerely appreciated by all and thank you for the effort and time you give to Carinya.
Over the holiday season, I encourage as many families and friends that can, to make the effort to visit your
loved ones. While Christmas is a time of joy for many, there are also times when it can be difficult, so if you
can visit albeit for a brief time, it is appreciated, and I know our Residents really do enjoy time with visitors.
A Christmas Volunteers Thank You morning tea was held this month at Gallo’s Dairy and it was pleasing to
see nearly sixty of our Volunteers attend. Again, the contribution our Volunteers make is very much
appreciated, and it was great that we are able to have the number that we do. Thank you to Gallo’s for an
amazing effort at putting together wonderful food with such pleasant service.

As times continue to be uncertain, it is pleasing to see our community trying to maintain as “normal” a routine
as we can. The efforts of all are recognised as we keep our Residents safe and ensure their quality of life is
maintained as best we can. Thank you to all our community for everyone’s efforts during this year as we deal
with changing rules and conditions. Your patience and persistence are worth it.
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you all, and I look forward to even greater things in 2022.

All the best
David Osborne CEO

Director of Care—DoC
Robyn Brady
Hello to our Carinya Community
2021 is almost done and 2022 is ready to begin. The festive season is upon us,
with celebrations being different than the previous year again, but yet to return to
our traditional Christmas of years gone by. As with the ageing process we need
to “adapt and manage” our everchanging health status, so the same can be said of
COVID-19. Seeking out advice, support and guidance along the way to allow us all to adapt to our new
environment, and to put in place strategies that enable us to feel safe, comfortable and be part of a
community that cares and is caring.
What has been happening since the spring issue? Quite a lot and across a number of areas.
The Commonwealth Government announcement that from 17 September 2021 it will be mandatory for all
in Australia to have received a minimum first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine and this was followed by a
further requirement that all residential aged care workers were to be double vaccinated by 31 October
2021. For those individuals who chose not to be vaccinated this meant, sadly, they left the Carinya
community. Since this time the list of persons required to be vaccinated has been extended, along with the
ATAGI health advice for a booster shot for residents and staff as part of working with or being a member
of the vulnerable population.
Recruitment of staff has been progressing favourably and in the past couple of months 15 new employees
have passed through our induction programme. We continue to support nursing students through the
provision of clinical placements for our nurses of the future.
A group of 10 staff members with varying roles represented Carinya Home at the Queensland Community
Achievement Awards dinner on 5th November in Brisbane, in the category of prime employer. The calibre
of the nominees, the innovation that is happening across various sectors in the community was exciting,
and to be a part of this illustrious group was an honour. Whilst we did not come away with the Top award
we certainly felt winners.
During the last two weeks of November the AN-ACC (Australian National Aged Care classification)
shadow assessors collected information about our Aged Care Residents, and this involved our residents
answering simple questions about the things they can do independently, and the things they need help with.
As a result of the recommendations in the report by Royal Commission on Aged Care, the AN-ACC
assessments will help the Australian Government prepare for the funding changes in Residential Aged
Care, due on 1 October 2022. The link to the report and acceptance of the recommendations by the
Australian Government is posted below.
www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/australian-government-response-to-the-final-report-of-the-royal
-commission-into-aged-care-quality-and-safety
Carinya continues to invest in equipment to assist us with meeting the care needs of our residents.
Replacement of a standing hoist, purchase of seven shower commode chairs and the ongoing bed
replacement programme.
Carinya Home found itself as the lucky recipient to participate in a series of webinars hosted by
consultants in the Netherlands, on the de Hogeweyk® care concept. In brief this model of care is based on
inclusiveness and social wellbeing with the focus on independence, living the life you wish to live in a
supported environment. This philosophy aligns itself with the Aged Care Quality Standards as discussed in
the Spring newsletter and with our Wellness Centre currently under construction.
Wishing you and your families the very best of this Festive Season and let’s raise our glasses and toast
2022.

Cheers
Robyn Brady DOC

News from Volunteers Coordinator
Chris Bourke
It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas…..
What a fantastic but challenging year we have had. We were so
fortunate to be able to continue many activities with the help of our
dedicated, volunteers. This is because they chose to be vaccinated,
ensuring their own, and our Residents’ wellbeing.
The way to apply to volunteer has altered…..Now you can simply apply
via our website, www.carinyahome.org.au and going to Volunteers,
apply. Simply follow the steps. Fill in as much as you feel relevant and
we will contact you to arrange an interview.
We held a ‘Christmas thank you’ morning tea for our Volunteers at
Gallo’s Dairyland early December. It was a great opportunity for us all to
come together in a relaxed and social environment. A beautiful morning tea (thank you Gallo’s) with a
few special chocolates was enjoyed by all who attended. It was lovely for Board members,
Management staff and Volunteers to connect. As we move toward 2022 we look forward to all our
Volunteers returning and enjoying their time at Carinya, enhancing the lives of our residents. The
photos below are just a few of the smiling faces we welcome on a daily basis, Staff included.

If you feel you would like to give volunteering a try her at Carinya in 2022, we would love to
welcome you.
Please be aware, we must strictly enforce the current Government direction that, as of December 17th,
it will be a regulation that ALL Visitors, Staff and Volunteers have and show proof of a current double
COVID-19 vaccination. It is a small act each of us can do to keep our Carinya community safe.
We thank all our Volunteers and wish each and everyone a Joyful Festive Season and a safe and happy
New Year.
Sincerest Thanks
Chris Bourke

Without a sense of caring,
there can be no sense of
Community.
Anthony J. D’Angelo

Volunteer Coordinator

News from Hospitality Services Coordinator
Thor Bouttell
Yes, I’m back. In this issue, firstly, I would like to say a thank you to Tina
for stepping up and keeping the wheels turning in my absence. Secondly,
sending out a thank you to the rest of my team as we recently passed our
Food Safety audit with flying colours. The visiting Auditor, who must be
approved by the Department of Health Qld., checks that Carinya is complying
with their accredited Food Safety Program, the Food Act 2006 and applicable Food Safety Standards. The
process is to identify any “non-compliance” or “opportunities for improvement” to assist Carinya with its
continued improvement. We worked closely with the auditor to ensure that we follow best practice under the
Quality Standards, which ultimately provides the best and safest of nutritional outcomes for our residents.
Carinya continues to work to an incredibly high standard which is evidenced by observing good standards of
hygiene, food handling practices, and staff knowledge. Carinya always strives to provide the very
best experience for the residents in our care.
It’s hard to believe that Christmas is upon us again already! We have had a lot of fun this year developing
our Christmas menu with the Residents, taking the time to remember the amazing meals of Christmas’ past
and the wonderful stories that they stir up in our memories and conversations. Christmas is a time of food,
family and friendship for many people and it is my hope that this Christmas finds you safe, happy and full!
Merry Christmas.

Regards
Thor Bouttell
Thor’s Fun Food Fact—The Big Christmas Feast
And you thought your Christmas dinner is a challenge?
Try tackling this; In the year 1213, King John of
England ordered 3,000 capons (cockerels), 1,000 salted
eels, 400 hogs, 24 casks of wine (barrels) and much
much more for his Christmas dinner, making the Duke
of Northumberland's Christmas menu in 1512 of 5
swans seem rather modest. In 1580 Christmas feasts
were back on par with Sir William Petrie ordering 17
oxen, 14 steers, 29 calves, 5 hogs, 13 bucks, 54 lambs,
129 sheep and one ton of cheese.

Hospitality Services
Coordinator

Wednesday Xmas BBQ
Thank you to Thor and his team for creating
a great spread on the day.

Above—some of the
Residents enjoying the
BBQ fare. Staff joined
the festivities also with
the Residents.
Left—Deb (DT) and
Trina (Volunteer &
photographer)
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ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”

The Tolga Museum was on the list of visits
when the bus left the facility this day. Anne
(left), Maurice and John (above) and Henry
(right) all enjoyed looking at the memorabilia
that has been collected over the years and
well looked after by again some great

Ice creams (James), dancing at the
International Club (Nella, Maggi and
Carolyn), here’s cheers for Arsenal
(Pat), a visit from some fur babies
(Don), gardening (Des and Megan) and
baking jam drops (Jean and Floie) - all
in a routine week at Carinya.

Robyn

ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”
In the month of October, Carinya hosted it’s inaugural Spring Ball, 2021. Sadly due to the still existing
COVID restrictions on the number of persons in a particular space, only some invitations were sent out to
Residents and their Families. For our first Ball in a very long time in the history of Carinya, it certainly went
over well from all accounts. So many to thank, where to start. Firstly we would very much like to thank the
Mayor, Rod Marti for officially opening the event and taking a spin or two on the dance floor, and his wife
Junko for assisting in serving refreshments during the evening. A big thank you goes to all involved in the
planning and setting up behind the scenes—the Activities Team and their band of trusty Volunteers—right
down to the wrist corsages made for the ladies and the fairy lights around the room. Another big thank you
goes out to our official photographer on the night Trina Cooney who offered her time and services voluntarily.
Thank you to the care staff on the night who supported Residents to attend and to the family members who
joined their loved ones. Last but not least a huge thank you to the band on the night for providing some oldtime favourites. If you would like to see any of the photos to order a copy, by all means get in touch with the
Activities girls and they will be more than happy to assist.

ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”

Melbourne Cup has come and gone again for another year. No big
winners here. Not that they’ve come forward, anyway. Some were
concerned their “nags” were still running a week after the race. On the
day, the Residents were treated to another lovely performance by the
Paronellas who volunteered their time to make the day even more
special. A big thank you to the husband and wife team who can fill the
dance floor every time.
Remembrance Day 2021
The Residents got to pay
their respects on this day
as we do every year. The
eleventh hour on the eleventh day of
the eleventh month. Due to COVID
again the format for the day was
different, watching the services on TV,
but this did not deter from the
feelings and memories shared by all.
Pictured left are Pat and Cesare intently
watching and listening to the stories
shared by those chosen to speak at the
Services—past and present defence
force personnel and their families.
Lest we forget

Below is the stall we had at the recent
Ageing Well Expo (October) hosted by
TRC.

We’ve purchased two beautiful
budgies Joey and Manny—oops
turned out to be two males.

Christmas has come to ECL.

ACTIVITY COORDINATION TEAM

“around the grounds”
With the beginning of Summer,
1st December, comes the return
of our swimming activity.
Residents are invited to join the
group who attend the local
Atherton Swimming Pool
weekly during the warmer
months. They are supported by
both DT staff and Volunteers.
A different group each week
gets to enjoy the cooling waters
and work out some of those
tired muscles.

Noreen being supported
by Chris (DT).

Maggi & Leesa (DT)
enjoying the water.

CEO David, passing on information at Pat in ECL enjoying some
therapy delivered by one of our
a recent JCL Residents meeting/
visiting Allied Health Physios.
Birthday morning tea.

ON THE ‘HOME’ FRONT—from the Staff
This issue, our Staff Profile is on our Head Chef – Sunil Basnet
Hi, my name is Sunil Basnet. I was born in Nepal. The youngest child in the family
with 2 siblings. My sister, who is an RN is now living in Canada with her family
while my brother who is a civil engineer still lives in Nepal with my parents. My
Father was a Biomedical Technician and Electrician and of course, as most Fathers
do, he wanted me to follow in his footsteps. I did originally go to London to study
computing in 2009, but soon discovered my love of the culinary arts. When back in
Nepal, I completed my Graduate in Public Health but I decided that I had to pursue
what I was naturally gifted at. I knew the work would be hard, but I felt I could not
lose. I met my mentor, a Head Chef for a restaurant in London, where I started work as a dishwasher 15 hours
a day. I worked there for about 12months. The guidance he provided me, I feel, has made me the success I
am today. In 2015, I moved to Australia with my wife looking for better employment opportunities. Before
joining the Carinya family, I worked in a restaurant in Adelaide for about 2 years and also with several other
employers to build my skills in the kitchen. I finally moved to the Atherton Tablelands after my wife got a
job in Malanda, so I decided to look for work also. I applied for the job here at Carinya, and have been happy
here. Culturally, one of the challenges that I’ve found since beginning to cook is we do not eat beef, so for me
starting to cook, I needed to learn how Beef can taste best and how to cook it successfully. Learning the taste
of the sauces that accompany the beef has been interesting also, for example Bolognaise or Stroganoff. My
mum used to say “you will never starve because you can cook well”.
Sunil, thank you for sharing your journey and we thank you for being part of our Carinya
family. If you see Sunil around the facility don’t forget to say HI and let him know how much
you love his cooking.

FROM OUR ‘HOME’ TO YOURS—Residents
During the month of September, we celebrated one of Residents, Anne Byrne, and her amazing
creative talents. A selection of Anne’s completed works were on display in ECL Lounge for all
to view. Anne shared that she’d started her painting at the age of 60. Over the years, she has
painted scenes from her travels. The Residents who attended enjoyed wine and nibbles and hearing stories
from Anne about her passion. Anne still enjoys painting today, at the young age of 94, joining the Art
sessions held here weekly, and she is living proof it’s never too late to chase your passion.

Cheers Anne—thank you for
sharing your passion with us.

Above—Deb (Activities team) showing
some off Anne’s works to other
Residents. Left—another couple of her
works on display.

The month of November saw us celebrating another
milestone within our Carinya family with the lovely Joyce
and her 100th birthday. We’d like to send out a huge
THANK YOU to Juanita Henry, a Milner from Malanda,
who provided the theme for the morning. HATS. All the
Residents who attended, had their pick of a hat to wear for
the morning. Juanita very generously donated a couple to
some of the ladies also. Joyce was very proudly showing
off her letter from the Queen, as Joyce herself is also
English. Left is the article that was released in the local
newspaper. We here at Carinya wish you many more
years of joy and good health Joyce. We would also like
to acknowledge another couple of important birthdays.
Congratulations to Dorothea Bullpine who turned 101,
and Catherine Withers turning 102.

Pat and Noreen enjoying the
morning.
Michael and Thomas
looking dashing.

Above—Deb
and Joyce
Left—some of
the beautiful
hats on display.

ON THE ‘HOME’ FRONT—Staff

(Education & Training)

CRANAplus teams unite to support self-care in the Aged Care sector (Lisa Crouch)
The CRANAplus After Hours Aged Care Project and CRANAplus Mental Health & Wellbeing Training
Project recently collaborated to deliver self-care and resilience workshops to staff of Residential Aged Care
Facilities in Far North Queensland. The Aged Care workforce has faced unprecedented stress during the
pandemic, and whilst many facilities did not experience a COVID-19 outbreak, they all endured restrictions
and suffered isolation that go beyond those endured by the general community. Events affect people
differently, bringing a unique flood of thoughts, strong emotions, and uncertainty, and whilst resilience
involves ‘bouncing back’ from difficult experiences, it can also involve profound personal growth.
“The Strategies to Enhance Self Care for Aged Care Workers” presentation, delivered by Registered Nurse
and Mental Health and Wellbeing Educator Sue Bedson, explored factors that impact the resilience of Aged
Care staff and their capacity to adapt to the physical, mental and emotional demands of working in Aged Care
facilities. Aged Care workers include nurses, personal care workers, kitchen staff, laundry staff, maintenance,
and administration staff, and they all work tirelessly around the clock to protect Residents, often when short
staffed or fatigued. This presentation was the opportunity to share everyday strategies to assist in promoting
resilience and improve mental health. Wellbeing support for the Aged Care workforce can be key in the
prevention of burnout or fatigue, and for workers to continue to provide quality care, particularly given the
additional stress and pressures they have faced in providing care during the pandemic. For example, less
experienced workers may have undertaken additional roles and/or worked outside their normal scope of
practice, and many staff will have worked excessive overtime due to staffing shortages. It is well
documented that Aged Care staff are particularly prone to feeling stressed at work because of the demands
placed on them, the lack of autonomy they have in their roles, working in isolation such as home-based care,
night work or casual work in unfamiliar workplaces. Prolonged stress to Aged Care workers can manifest in
multiple ways, for example:

Listening to stories repeatedly during frequent contact with Residents that may be in high stress due to
illness, pain, grief, challenging behaviours, or hopelessness.

Providing empathy or connection with others which can increase vulnerability to personal distress.

Living in the area that you work and being invested in the community with risk of breaking personal
and professional boundaries.

Compassion fatigue, when an Aged Care worker becomes extremely burned out after many months or
years of being selfless and giving.

Cumulative effect of vicarious trauma, which is a response to an accumulation of exposure to other
people’s trauma and their stories (secondary trauma). Secondary trauma can happen suddenly when
exposed to the traumatic experience of others, causing PTSD like symptoms such as insomnia,
nightmares or feeling overwhelmed.
The workshops discussed three simple strategies that can assist with promoting resilience and improve mental
health and wellbeing, referred to as the GEM principles.
Gratitude – an appreciation for the good things that happen in life.
Empathy – the ability to understand and share the feelings of another.
Mindfulness – being present in the here and now, without judgement.
Participants across four Aged Care facilities reported highly valuing this timely opportunity to discuss
strategies to help improve their health and wellbeing, stating in evaluations: “That it’s not just me who feels
this way” … “been suffering for years, would have been good years ago” ... “the content is really important
and valid”. When asked what their take home messages from the presentation were participants said …
“being mindful of your limitations and address the issues early for a positive outcome and quicker recovery”
… “learn to say ‘no’ because you can’t pour from an empty cup” and “look after me more! Act on my
feelings. Rest and talk to someone that will listen”. Staff who participated in the workshops were very
grateful for the practical skills they learnt, particularly those who acknowledged their own experiences of
compassion fatigue whilst working in the Aged Care sector. Participants also appreciated the CRANAplus
Wellbeing Packs distributed at the training, providing them the opportunity for self-reflection and
commencement of their self-care management plan. This unique collaboration between the Aged Care and
Mental Health CRANAplus teams was a great opportunity to combine our expertise to better support the
Aged Care workforce. It highlighted that mental health issues are of particular concern for older people, as
well as their carers. Wellbeing for the Aged Care workforce can be key in the prevention of burnout or
fatigue, and for workers to continue to provide quality care for residents.

ON THE ‘HOME’ FRONT—Staff

(Education & Training)

Cont..... Research tells us that the pandemic has a significant mental health impact on those working at the
front line in health and Aged Care. Wellbeing can be greatly affected when staff may have to deal with
uncertainty and things they do not usually have to deal with. Delivering education that focuses on strategies to
enhance resilience and wellbeing in Aged Care staff, colleagues, and their families is a wonderful way of
saying ‘we care about you and value your efforts’.
A reminder that ‘CRANAplus Bush Support Line provides a free, 24/7, confidential, psychological telephone
support service for rural and remote health workers and their families. No referrals needed. Ph.1800 805 391
For further information please contact:
Lisa Crouch Project Manager Aged Care CRANAplus
Email: lisa.crouch@crana.org.au or
Pamela Edwards Director, Mental Health and Wellbeing
CRANAplus
Email: pam@crana.org.au
On behalf of Management, I would like to thank Lisa Crouch for
this great article about the recent training that was enjoyed by
many staff.

Over the last couple of weeks, we have had the opportunity to attend other trainings hosted by CRANAplus
teaming up with Diversicare, Cairns, this time to do with “Working in Culturally Diverse Teams”, “Cross
Cultural Communication and Cultural Competence” and finishing the series of workshops with “Culture and
End of Life”. Diversicare is an organisation that provides a Multicultural Advisory Service to the wider
community, but in this case to our staff, providing tips in appropriate care and support to those Residents in
our Carinya community from a cultural background, but also tips in working within our culturally diverse
workplace. Marcela from Diversicare supplied resources and information as a reminder that cultural
sensitivities and barriers may exist for both our Residents and Staff. All round the training will develop
stronger team dynamics and improve the relationships with Residents.
DID YOU KNOW…….??? To sit with the soles of your shoes showing, in many cultures sends a rude
message. In Thailand, Japan and France as well as countries of the Middle and Near East, showing the soles
of the feet/shoes, demonstrates disrespect. You are exposing the lowest and dirtiest part of your body so this
is insulting to some. In some Asian cultures, the nodding of the head can mean “no” where as in European
cultures this means “yes”.
(Referenced from “Tips-Gestures and non-verbal communication” Multicultural Advisory Service MAS)
“Culture is widening of the mind and of the spirit” - Jawaharlal Nehru

Resident & Family Meetings
Meetings are held to keep Residents, Families, and Visitors informed of upcoming activities, news about
Carinya itself, fundraising or for Residents’ ideas and suggestions to be heard. Meetings are held at the
following times, with the exception of Anzac Day & the Christmas public holiday.
JIM CHAPMAN LODGE (JCL) : Meetings are at 10am on the 1st Tuesday of every month, also the
combined Birthday Morning Tea.
ENID COLLINS LODGE (ECL) : Meetings are at 10am on the 2nd Tuesday of every month also the
combined Birthday Morning Tea.
KEVIN WADLEY LODGE (KWL): Information is shared via “The Carinya Way” Newsletter and
through a shared lunch with Residents and Families held twice yearly.

A HUGE Thank you goes to The Red Cross Op Shop, Atherton and The Busy Bee Op Shop, Malanda, for
their generous loan of gowns, scarves, etc., for our Spring Ball. The Residents enjoyed very much the
choosing and fitting of an outfit, and then were given the opportunity to purchase the outfit if they so chose to
prior to them being returned.
A few reminders for this time of year. One being to again ensure that all of your belongings or your
loved ones (including shoes, linen, books, etc. ) are clearly labelled to keep them in your/their
possession.
FEEDBACK—This is always something that is valuable to us, good or bad, we would love to hear
from you. Fill out a form, send us an email, make an appointment for a chat.
The next regarding the Public Holidays that will be coming up over this December, January period.
Monday 27th December
Tuesday 28th December
Monday 3rd January
*On these days there will be no organised activities as per usual days, but
the Residents will still have plenty to do.
Upcoming Events!!!!!!
21st December—Carinya Choir Christmas Concert
22nd December—Carinya Christmas Party—entertainment by the Paronellas and a visit
from Santa.
31st December—New Years Eve Party
Regular Weekly/Monthly Events
Happy Hour—every Tuesday 2pm—3pm
Catholic Mass—every Wednesday—9.30am
Men’s Group—every Thursday—1.30pm with a monthly BBQ
Choir Practice—every Monday—3pm
Art Group—every Wednesday 1.30pm
Anglican/Baptist/Salvation Army services—alternate Thursdays weekly—3pm
Coffee Van visit—first Wednesday monthly
FishnChip Van visit—second Wednesday monthly
Morning Melodies & Lunch—Atherton International Club—last Tuesday monthly
(*A reminder that, as per Qld Health Directives, from 17th December, you are unable to enter the
facility unless fully vaccinated and can show proof of, otherwise you are welcome to join in the
activities)
Enclosed please find my donation for:
$5 $10 $20 $50 Other $ ...………………………….
Please make cheques payable to Carinya Home For The Aged
Name …………………………………………………………………………………………...
Address……………………………………………………………………………………….…

PLEASE—Always be
aware of your
surroundings

Email Address (optional)……………………………………………………………………….…
……….……………Postcode ………………Telephone…………………………………..

Carinya Home For The Aged, PO Box 522, Atherton 4883.
Details for Electronic Payment of Donations are:CARINYA HOME FOR THE AGED

BSB: 084-512

ACC: 82-331-7121

All donations
of $2 or more
are tax
deductible and
a receipt will be sent
to you.

